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Summary

Tutorial on S1000D and SCORM
Department of Defense Keynote address
PLSC introduction

Track 1: Creating the Vision for Integrated Logistics
- The ASD Suite of ILS Specifications
  - got an overview of the complementary standards S1000D, S2000M, S3000L, S4000M, and S5000F
  - what they are intended to do, what’s covered (content), what data is taken care of and between which “specifications” does it exchange these data
- Implementation of the ILS vision of data reuse
  - Experience of from users and implementers of the S1000D and PLCS
Track 2: **Implementation: Processes, tools and methods**

- **The practical side of implementation**
  - lessons learned, processes and innovations, enabling tools and technologies
  - looked at the value of harmonizing S1000D with other related standards, including SCORM

- **Lesson learned from implementing S1000D**
  - the practical side of implementation
  - using lessons learned, demonstration of processes and enabling tools and new technologies

**Product demonstrations**

**The Civil aviation touch - Customer and tech info producer**

**Summary discussion**
Future ASD specification projects to support the technical publication process
The ASD suite of ILS specifications

- Tech pubs
- Material management
- Interchange spec
- Operational and maintenance data feedback
- ILS Data dictionary
- ILS Handbook
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The ASD suite of ILS specifications

- S1000D: Tech pubs
- S1003X: Interchange spec
- S2000M: Material management
- S3000L: LSA/LSAR
- S4000M: RCM/MSG-3
- S5000F: Operational and maintenance data feedback
- S6000T: Training needs analysis
- S9000D: ILS Data dictionary
- SX0001: ILS Handbook
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Thank you for all interesting presentations
Sponsors, exhibitors and delegates

Many thanks for your support and active participation
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Aerostar Hotel

Book Now!
- OR -
Call us at +7-812-303-8647
Address: 37/9, Leningradsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia
Moscow

Red Square

Kremlin
Additional Information

- Room rates 100/130 € per night (single/double) (200+ € rooms are also available 😊)
- 15-20 minutes from Kremlin
- 10 minutes walk to the nearest metro station
See you in Moscow!

Dmitry Zanozin

dmitryzan@cals.ru

www.cals.ru
Finally

Thanks to the organizing staff!
S1000D User Forum 2010
Moscow
September 27th – 30th 2010